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Collision And Collusion The Strange Case Of Western Aid To Eastern Europe
1989 signifies the collapse of Soviet communism and the end of the Cold War, a moment generally
recognized as a triumph for liberal democracy and when capitalism became global. The Global 1989
challenges these ideas. An international group of prominent scholars investigate the mixed, paradoxical and
even contradictory outcomes engendered by these events, unravelling the intricacies of this important
moment in world history. Although the political, economic and cultural orders generated have, for the most
part, been an improvement on what was in place before, this has not always been clear cut: 1989 has many
meanings, many effects and multiple trajectories. This volume leads the way in defining how 1989 can be
assessed both in terms of its world historical impact and in terms of its contribution to the shape of
contemporary world politics.
"December 2016. Luke Harding, the Guardian reporter and former Moscow bureau chief, quietly meets
former MI6 officer Christopher Steele in a London pub to discuss President-elect Donald Trump's Russia
connections. A month later, Steele's now-famous dossier sparks what may be the biggest scandal of the
modern era. The names of the Americans involved are well-known, but here Harding also shines a light on
powerful Russian figures whose motivations and instructions may have been coming from the highest
echelons of the Kremlin. Harding takes the reader through every bizarre and disquieting detail of the TrumpRussia story, an event so huge it involves international espionage, off-shore banks, sketchy real estate deals,
the Miss Universe pageant, mobsters, money laundering, poisoned dissidents, computer hacking, and the
most shocking election in American history." -- Provided by publisher.
The concept of globalization has become ubiquitous in social science and in the public consciousness and is
often invoked as an explanation for a diverse range of changes to economies, societies, politics and cultures both as a positive liberating force and as a wholly negative one. While our understanding of the politics,
economics, and social resonance of the phenomenon has become increasingly sophisticated at the macrolevel, this book argues that globalization too often continues to be depicted as a set of extra-terrestrial
forces with no real physical manifestation, except as effects. The essays challenge this dominant
understanding of 'globalization from above' through explorations of the mundane means by which
globalization has been achieved. Instead of a focus on the meta-political economy of global capitalism, the
book concentrates on the everyday life of capitalism, the not-so-'little' things that keep the 'large' forces of
globalization ticking over. With its eye on the mundane, the book demonstrates that a series of everyday and,
consequently, all but invisible formations critically facilitate and create the conditions under which
globalization has flourished. The emphasis is on concrete moments in the history of capitalism when these
new means of regular reproduction were invented and deployed. Only by understanding these infrastructures
can we understand the dynamics of globalization. In short, punchy essays by distinguished researchers from
across a range of disciplines, this book provides a new way of understanding globalization, moving away from
the standard accounts of global forces, economic flows, and capitalist dynamics, to show how ordinary
practices and artefacts are crucial elements and symbols of globalization.
This state-of-the-art critical ‘development’ reader examines the inter-relationships between globalisation,
poverty and conflict. It complements current debates in the field of development studies and, in an era in
which development fatigue seems to have become more profound than ever before, it brings the importance
of development once again to the forefront. The contributions represent current thinking on (and practice of)
development policy, poverty reduction, the need for multi-level democratic institutions, and the containing
and prevention of conflicts.
Collision and Collusion
The Mask of Pluralism
Making Feminist Sense of American Nationalism in U.S.–Russian Relations
Globalisation, Poverty and Conflict
Making Global Institutions Work
Market Bolshevism Against Democracy
The Organization of Empires, States, and Military Occupations
Knowledge and Authority in European Diplomacy
The professionalization of anthropology through practical engagement is a major force underpinning the
reformulations of the nature of the anthropological project. It is therefore imperative that
anthropologists critically explore the conditions of their practices, to determine the difficulties and
limitations to their ethical practice. These essays examine the application of expert knowledge in
fields where there is the expectation of considerable cultural, social, and political consequence for
human populations as a result of state, corporate, or non-governmental re-organization.
This book seeks to think differently about what we recognize as "global institutions" and how they could
work better for the people who need them most. By so doing, the contributions show that there is a group
of institutions that influence enough people’s lives in significant enough ways through what they
protect, provide or enable that they should be considered, together, as global institutions. The United
Nations, the World Bank, the internet as well as private military and security companies leave a heavy
footprint on the social, political and economic landscape of the planet. We are all aware in different
ways of the existence of these global institutions but their importance in achieving change in the
twenty-first century is often underestimated. In this book, contributors seek to explain what
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associations exist between change in global institutions and the reduction of poverty and inequality as
well as the achievement of security and justice. The work makes sense of processes of change and
identifies the most significant obstacles that exist, offering suggestions for future action that will
be of interest to students and scholars of global institutions.
Documents how even progressive foundations serve to reinforce the political status quo.
Clumsy Solutions for a Complex World is a powerful and original statement on why well-intended attempts
to alleviate pressing social ills too often derail, and how effective, efficient and broadly acceptable
solutions to social problems can be found.
The International Community and Statebuilding
The Burdens of Freedom
Lessons from Russia
Clumsy Solutions for a Complex World
Globalization in Practice
The Men and Women Who Promised Freedom and Delivered Disaster
Russian Organized Crime and Corruption
Continuity and Change in World Politics

This book brings together policymakers and academics to analyse the international community’s performance in post-war
statebuilding projects. In the past twenty years, statebuilding has emerged as a centerpiece of international efforts to stabilize violent
conflicts. From the Balkans, to Iraq, to Afghanistan, it has become widely accepted that statebuilding—defined as the development of
transparent and accountable political institutions, stable and sustainable economic structures, professional public administrations, and
civilian-controlled security services—is essential to the long-term stability of post-conflict settlements. The International Community
and Statebuilding brings together senior-level policymakers and academics in order to analyse the international community’s
performance in post-war statebuilding projects. Filling an important gap in the existing body of work on this topic, the contributors
explore how international state builders have attempted to negotiate the intersections of multilateralism, competing strategic priorities
and agendas, organizational complexity, and domestic politics. This book will be of much interest to students of statebuilding,
peacebuilding, war and conflict studies, and International Relations in general.
"Baby Boomers (and I confess I am one): prepare to squirm and shake your increasingly arthritic little fists. For here comes essayist
Helen Andrews."--Terry Castle With two recessions and a botched pandemic under their belt, the Boomers are their children's
favorite punching bag. But is the hatred justified? Is the destruction left in their wake their fault or simply the luck of the generational
draw? In Boomers, essayist Helen Andrews addresses the Boomer legacy with scrupulous fairness and biting wit. Following the
model of Lytton Strachey's Eminent Victorians, she profiles six of the Boomers' brightest and best. She shows how Steve Jobs tried
to liberate everyone's inner rebel but unleashed our stultifying digital world of social media and the gig economy. How Aaron Sorkin
played pied piper to a generation of idealistic wonks. How Camille Paglia corrupted academia while trying to save it. How Jeffrey
Sachs, Al Sharpton, and Sonya Sotomayor wanted to empower the oppressed but ended up empowering new oppressors. Ranging far
beyond the usual Beatles and Bill Clinton clichés, Andrews shows how these six Boomers' effect on the world has been tragically and
often ironically contrary to their intentions. She reveals the essence of Boomerness: they tried to liberate us, and instead of freedom
they left behind chaos.
The entangled threat of crime, corruption, and terrorism now deserves high-level policy attention because of its growth trajectory.
Using lively case studies, this book analyzes the transformation of crime and terrorism and the business logic of terrorism. Louise I.
Shelley concludes that corruption, crime, and terrorism will remain important security challenges in the twenty-first century as a
result of economic and demographic inequalities in the world, the rise of ethnic and sectarian violence, climate change, the growth of
technology, and the failure of nineteenth- and twentieth-century institutions to respond to these challenges when they emerged.
This book traces the shifting meanings of security and geopolitics in Central European states that acceded into the EU or NATO in
2004. The author examines assumptions that shaped these debates and influenced policy-making, combining fresh theoretical
approaches from international relations and political geography with rich empirical material from Central Europe. This book provides
the first in-depth analysis of security discourse in the region.
From the Spanish-American War to Iraq
Clinton and US Democracy Promotion
Violence, Power, and International Profiteering in the Twenty-first Century
Eastern Europe since 1989
Foundations and Public Policy
What are U.S. Interests and the Goals of U.S. Engagement? : Hearing Before the Committee on International Relations, House of
Representatives, One Hundred Sixth Congress, First Session, August 4, 1999
The Strange Case of Western Aid to Eastern Europe
Armenia and Europe
When Vladimir Putin claimed "outside forces" were at work during the Ukrainian Orange Revolution of
2004, it was not just a case of paranoia. In this uprising against election fraud, protesters had been
trained in political organization and nonviolent resistance by a Western-financed democracy building
coalition. Putin's accusations were more than just a call to xenophobic impulses-they were a testament
to the pervasive influence of transnational actors in the shaping of postcommunist countries. Despite
this, the role of transnational actors has been downplayed or dismissed by many theorists. Realists
maintain that only powerful states assert major influence, while others argue that transnational actors
affect only rhetoric, not policy outcomes. The editors of this volume contend that transnational actors
have exerted a powerful influence in postcommunist transitions. They demonstrate that transitions to
democracy, capitalism, and nation-statehood, which scholars thought were likely to undermine one
another, were facilitated by the integration of Central and East European states into an international
system of complex interdependence. Transnational actors turn out to be the "dark matter" that held the
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various aspects of the transition together. Transnational actors include international governmental and
nongovernmental organizations, corporations, banks, foundations, religious groups, and activist
networks, among others. The European Union is the most visible transnational actor in the region, but
there are many others, including the OSCE, NATO, Council of Europe, the Catholic Church, and the Soros
Foundation. Transnational Actors in Central and East European Transitions assembles leading scholars to
debate the role and impact of transnational actors and presents a promising new research program for the
study of this rapidly transforming region.
In this searing exposé, former Wall Street insider Nomi Prins shows how the 2007-2008 financial crisis
turbo-boosted the influence of central bankers and triggered a massive shift in the world order. Central
banks and international institutions like the IMF have overstepped their traditional mandates by
directing the flow of epic sums of fabricated money without any checks or balances. Meanwhile, the open
door between private and central banking has ensured endless opportunities for market manipulation and
asset bubbles--with government support. Through on-the-ground reporting, Prins reveals how five regions
and their central banks reshaped economics and geopolitics. She discloses how Mexico navigated its
relationship with the US while striving for independence and how Brazil led the BRICS countries to
challenge the US dollar's hegemony. She explains how China's retaliation against the Fed's supremacy is
aiding its ongoing ascent as a global superpower and how Japan is negotiating the power shift from the
West to the East. And she illustrates how the European response to the financial crisis fueled
instability that manifests itself in everything from rising populism to the shocking Brexit vote. Packed
with tantalizing details about the elite players orchestrating the world economy--from Janet Yellen and
Mario Draghi to Ben Bernanke and Christine Lagarde--Collusion takes the reader inside the most discreet
conversations at exclusive retreats like Jackson Hole and Davos. A work of meticulous reporting and
bracing analysis, Collusion will change the way we understand the new world of international finance.
How does the US media propagate the myth of a "good" superpower waging war on "evil?" Can an open-ended
"War on Terror" make the world safe? For whom? Another American Century? draws on our knowledge of the
past decade to outline the effects and consequences of the USA's formidable power. It looks at how US
policymakers understand their role in the world, and the ideologies that enable them to pursue policies
with often harmful consequences for people outside North America.
Trust is a hypothesis about future behavior that is certain enough to serve as a basis for practical
conduct. Many contend that trust is one of society’s integrative forces. Identifying how entities trust
is especially important work for social scientists.
Age of Fracture
The Migration Apparatus
Foreign Aid and Environmental Politics in the Post-Soviet Caucasus
Transnational Actors in Central and East European Transitions
Putin's Challenge : Global Organized Crime Project
Imagining Russia
The Tragedy of Russia's Reforms
Geopolitics and Expertise
Armenia receives one of the highest levels of international aid per capita in the Western world, and among the highest of the post-Soviet
states. This ethnographic study, based on new primary research, looks at aid in the South Caucasus, and its role in Armenia's relationship
with Europe. In particular, Skedsmo argues that the Aarhus Convention, which entitles citizens of Europe to access information and
participation in decision-making in environmental matters has allowed Armenian citizens to adapt and control the direction of their
country's political future in various ways ‒ whether through protest activism or legal challenges. A new examination of aid and
development, and the structures these create, Europe and Armenia will be an essential case study for scholars of development, for regional
specialists in the post-soviet area (especially South Caucasus), social anthropologists, students of post socialism and development
(postcolonialism). In addition, the book will be of interest for practitioners and European policy-makers, transnational organizations and
others involved in development policies and projects in the region.
In the last quarter of the twentieth century, the ideas that most Americans lived by started to fragment. Mid-century concepts of national
consensus, managed markets, gender and racial identities, citizen obligation, and historical memory became more fluid. Flexible markets
pushed aside Keynesian macroeconomic structures. Racial and gender solidarity divided into multiple identities; community responsibility
shrank to smaller circles. In this wide-ranging narrative, Daniel Rodgers shows how the collective purposes and meanings that had framed
social debate became unhinged and uncertain. Age of Fracture offers a powerful reinterpretation of the ways in which the decades
surrounding the 1980s changed America. Through a contagion of visions and metaphors, on both the intellectual right and the intellectual
left, earlier notions of history and society that stressed solidity, collective institutions, and social circumstances gave way to a more
individualized human nature that emphasized choice, agency, performance, and desire. On a broad canvas that includes Michel Foucault,
Ronald Reagan, Judith Butler, Charles Murray, Jeffrey Sachs, and many more, Rodgers explains how structures of power came to seem less
important than market choice and fluid selves. Cutting across the social and political arenas of late-twentieth-century life and thought, from
economic theory and the culture wars to disputes over poverty, color-blindness, and sisterhood, Rodgers reveals how our categories of
social reality have been fractured and destabilized. As we survey the intellectual wreckage of this war of ideas, we better understand the
emergence of our present age of uncertainty.
A new edition of this spiritual classic with a preface by Stephan Bodian, friend of the late author and the original editor of Collision with the
Infinite. Stephan writes: "Since the book first appeared in 1996, spiritual awakening and the nondual perspective it reveals have become
increasingly popular among seekers who realize the limitations of progressive practices and want more immediate access to the limitless
openness and freedom of their essential nature. At the same time, a number of teachers have emerged who point directly to this truth and
invite their students to inquire into their experience, rest in awareness, and realize the truth for themselves. Long before these resources
were readily available, Suzanne had a powerful awakening that completely obliterated the illusion of a separate self. But in 1982 she could
find no one to guide her through the process, and as a result she spent years in fear, wandering from therapist to therapist, desperately
trying to cure herself of being no one, because no one in her world knew what to make of her experience. After a dozen years in the
wilderness of what she describes as a spiritual wintertime, she emerged into the radiant springtime of full nondual realization. Because she
awoke without a teacher or tradition, and her understanding was so complete, her detailed descriptions of how the vastness functions
through these body-minds to realize itself in form are original, and fresh from their source. I'm thrilled to have this spiritual classic back in
print, after years of languishing in obscurity. Now I can begin recommending it to my students once again and share with them the clarity
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of her vision. As I say in the afterword, Suzanne never pretended to be a teacher, preferring instead to call herself a describer of what it's
like to live as the vastness. In this profound and articulate memoir, she chronicles her journey, and in the process transmits the wisdom that
revealed itself to her." Editorial reviews "Collision with the Infinite is like a diamond on fire with living spirit, and a testament to the strange
and wonderful ways that spiritual awakening can unpredictably burst forth in any one of us at any time. Read this book as what it has
always been, a modern-day revelation of how spiritual presence came alive in one extraordinarily ordinary woman, and how she embodied
it like the sky embodies a shooting star." -Adyashanti "A fascinating, deeply moving account of a powerful spiritual opening and the ensuing
process of understanding and integration. The book dispels some of our most cherished myths about spiritual awakening-especially that it
is a blissful and easy process. Awakening is not the end of the path, but the beginning of a sometimes difficult journey." -Steve Taylor Ph.D.,
author of The Leap: The Psychology of Spiritual Awakening
When the Soviet Union's communist empire collapsed in 1989, a mood of euphoria took hold in the West and in Eastern Europe. The West
had won the ultimate victory--it had driven a silver stake through the heart of Communism. Its next planned step was to help the nations of
Eastern Europe to reconstruct themselves as democratic, free-market states, and full partners in the First World Order. But that, as Janine
Wedel reveals in this gripping volume, was before Western governments set their poorly conceived programs in motion. Collision and
Collusion tells the bizarre and sometimes scandalous story of Western governments' attempts to aid the former Soviet block. He shows how
by mid-decade, Western aid policies had often backfired, effectively discouraging market reforms and exasperating electorates who,
remarkably, had voted back in the previously despised Communists. Collision and Collusion is the first book to explain where the Western
dollars intended to aid Eastern Europe went, and why they did so little to help. Taking a hard look at the bureaucrats, politicians, and
consultants who worked to set up Western economic and political systems in Eastern Europe, the book details the extraordinary costs of
institutional ignorance, cultural misunderstanding, and unrealistic expectations.
Collusion
Russian Money Laundering
Getting Its Act Together?
How Central Bankers Rigged the World
Secret Meetings, Dirty Money, and how Russia Helped Donald Trump Win
The United States and the World Since 9/11
Confronting Corruption, Building Accountability
Cultural Formations of Post-Communism

This volume provides a much needed update on the state of civil society in post-communist
Europe and Russia more than two decades after the fall of the communist regimes. The
chapters offer new perspectives on social movement strategies in post-communist CentralEastern Europe and Russia. The chapters illustrate how social movements develop
particular repertoires of action and contention, which are better suited for their
specific local contexts in the post-communist setting. In Russia and Poland, the most
popular and effective choices are using domestic and transnational legal opportunities,
judicial activism and litigation that complement the traditional lobbying and mass
mobilization. Human rights framing has become important in Hungary and the Czech
Republic. The chapters analyse various types of rights-based activism that operate in
otherwise prohibitive social and political environments, thereby raising highly
contentious issues, such as animal rights, environment and sustainability, human rights,
women’s rights, and gay rights activism. The contributions richly illustrate the often
surprising and multiple ways in which transnational discourses and norm pressure are
received, translated or resisted in the local contexts. Finally, the volume provides a
novel reconceptualisation and offers new understandings of the relationships between the
state and civil society in the post-communist context. This book is based on a special
issue of East European Politics.
Every year, millions of people from around the world grapple with the European Union's
emerging migration management apparatus. Through border controls, biometric information
technology, and circular migration programs, this amorphous system combines a whirlwind
of disparate policies. The Migration Apparatus examines the daily practices of migration
policy officials as they attempt to harmonize legal channels for labor migrants while
simultaneously cracking down on illegal migration. Working in the crosshairs of debates
surrounding national security and labor, officials have limited individual influence, few
ties to each other, and no serious contact with the people whose movements they regulate.
As Feldman reveals, this complex construction creates a world of indirect human relations
that enables the violence of social indifference as much as the targeted brutality of
collective hatred. Employing an innovative "nonlocal" ethnographic methodology, Feldman
illuminates the danger of allowing indifference to govern how we regulate population—and
people's lives—in the world today.
Political science has had trouble generating models that unify the study of the formation
and consolidation of various types of states and empires. The business-administration
literature, however, has long experience in observing organizations. According to a
dominant model in this field, business firms generally take one of two forms: unitary (U)
or multidivisional (M). The U-form organizes its various elements along the lines of
administrative functions, whereas the M-form governs its periphery according to geography
and territory. In Logics of Hierarchy, Alexander Cooley applies this model to political
hierarchies across different cultures, geographical settings, and historical eras to
explain a variety of seemingly disparate processes: state formation, imperial governance,
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and territorial occupation. Cooley illustrates the power of this formal distinction with
detailed accounts of the experiences of Central Asian republics in the Soviet and postSoviet eras, and compares them to developments in the former Yugoslavia, the governance
of modern European empires, Korea during and after Japanese occupation, and the recent
U.S. occupation of Iraq. In applying this model, Logics of Hierarchy reveals the varying
organizational ability of powerful states to promote institutional transformation in
their political peripheries and the consequences of these formations in determining
pathways of postimperial extrication and state-building. Its focus on the common
organizational problems of hierarchical polities challenges much of the received wisdom
about imperialism and postimperialism.
"This volume of essays is dedicated to George Soros in honor of his seventieth birthday.
In their various fields of work the authors, who come from the interconnected worlds of
academe, politics, and business, have each made an active contribution to the growth of
the huge philanthropic empire built by Soros." "The editors chose the title The Paradoxes
of Unintended Consequences to encourage contributors to adopt a dialogical approach. The
title also refers to the case of Giordano Bruno, itself a telling example of paradox.
Burnt at the stake 400 years ago for heresy, Bruno's views were probably far more
illiberal and undemocratic than the views of those who condemned him. The editors' aim
was to show that any complex social process or political attempt to change people's lives
will inevitably have unintended consequences, usually of a paradoxical nature. These
consequences should force us to reconsider our original theory."--BOOK JACKET.Title
Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Trust
Collision with the Infinite
Shadow Elite
Geopolitics Reframed
Lessons from the World of International Development Advising
Hearings Before the Committee on Banking and Financial Services, U.S. House of
Representatives, One Hundred Sixth Congress, First Session, September 21, 22, 1999
Dirty Entanglements
A Critical 'Development' Reader
From Estonia to Macedonia, this book is a history of 15 countries as they negotiate their transition from communism. For some, the story
ends happily, with triumphant entry into the European Union in 2004.Others are caught in limbo, destroyed by nationalist politics, war and
genocide, or crippled by corrupt political practices. The Burdens of Freedom considers the effects of revolutionary change, the resurgence
of nationalism and the painful examination of the past. It looks at the process of building stable democratic states, and their integration
with international structures. Most of the countries have established admission to the EU as a national objective; but many of them have
also been active participants in the American-led occupation of Iraq. Domestically, each has seen a divide emerge between winners and
losers. All are moving forward simultaneously to democracy, unity and prosperity, but also to national division and economic disparity.
Collision and CollusionThe Strange Case of Western Aid to Eastern EuropeSt. Martin's Press
Annotation This book captures the human face of the frontlines, revealing both the visible and the hidden realities of contemporary war,
power, and international profiteering in the 21st century.
A bold work of feminist international relations that contributes to our understanding of the gendered, racialized, and heteronormative
dynamics of U.S. foreign policy, both in relations with Russia and in the invasion of Iraq.
Corruption, Crime, and Terrorism
Comparative Perspectives
Emancipation, Transition, Nation, and War
Congressional Hearing
Governance, Politics and Plural Perceptions
First World Peoples, Consultancy, and Anthropology
A Life Beyond the Personal Self

Critical theory has a long history, but a relatively recent intersection with public relations. This ground-breaking collection engages with
commonalities and differences in the traditions, whilst encouraging plural perspectives in the contemporary public relations field.
Compiled by a high-profile and widely respected team of academics and bringing together other key scholars from this field and beyond,
this unique international collection marks a major stage in the evolution of critical public relations. It will increasingly influence how
critical theory informs public relations and communication. The collection takes stock of the emergence of critical public relations
alongside diverse theoretical traditions, critiques and actions, methodologies and future implications. This makes it an essential reference
for public relations researchers, educators and students around a world that is becoming more critical in the face of growing inequality
and environmental challenges. The volume is also of interest to scholars in advertising, branding, communication, consumer studies,
cultural studies, marketing, media studies, political communication and sociology.
Examines allegations that corrupt Russian groups & individuals have infiltrated Western fin'l. institutions. Witnesses: Vladimir Brovkin &
Louise Shelley, Amer. Univ. Transnat. Crime & Corrupt. Ctr.; Arnaud deBorchgrave, Global Organized Crime Project, CSIS; Fritz
Ermarth, former CIA Russian Analyst; Richard Palmer, former CIA Station Chief; Paul Saunders, Nixon Center; Yuri Shvets, former
KGB agent; Lawrence Summers, Dept. of the Treasury; Anne Williamson, author; R. James Woolsey, former Dir., CIA; Thomas Renyi,
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Bank of NY; James Robinson, DoJ; Yuri Shchekochikhin, Member, Russian Duma; Anne Vitale, Rep. Bank of NY; & Karon von GerhkeThompson, 1st Columbia Co.
Lee Marsden presents one of the most original and comprehensive analyses of US democracy promotion in Russia and argues that in
order to understand the failings of democracy assistance in Russia, it is necessary to understand the inter-relation of macro- and microlevel policy. The book introduces two new models of foreign policy analysis which increase understanding of both the formulation and
implementation of foreign policy. Furthermore, it demonstrates how the promotion of democracy in Russia was substantially flawed due
to implementation and the US foreign policy process.
Geopolitics and Expertise is an in-depth exploration of how expert knowledge is created and exercised in the external relations machinery
of the European Union. Provides a rare, full-length work on transnational diplomatic practice Based on a rigorous and empirical study,
involving over 100 interviews with policy professionals over seven years Focuses on the qualitative and contextual, rather than the
quantitative and uniform Moves beyond traditional political science to blend human geography, international relations, anthropology, and
sociology
Security, Labor, and Policymaking in the European Union
Hearing on the Balkans
How the World's New Power Brokers Undermine Democracy, Government and the Free Market
The Global 1989
Shadows of War
The Routledge Handbook of Critical Public Relations
Postsocialism
American Post-Conflict Educational Reform
Examines the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the birth of the Russian state, focusing on Yeltsin's disastrous policies,
which brought on an economic collapse almost twice as severe as America's Great Depression.
An award-winning public policy expert and author of Collision and Collusion explains how an elite group of power-wielding agenda
promoters are erasing the boundaries between government, private and non-profit organizations for their own benefit and have
been behind headline-making scandals.
This edited volume brings together historians of education and comparative education researchers to study the educational
reconstruction projects that Americans have launched in post-conflict settings across the globe.
Social scientists did not predict the collapse of the socialist system in 1989-91 and their attempts to explain postsocialism have not
been comprehensive. Economic disintegration and political instability have been documented, but the deeper causes have often
gone unnoticed. Consequently the solutions proffered, such as the promotion of non-governmental organisations as the
foundations of 'civil society', have so far brought little success. Postsocialism presents, for the first time, the anthropological
responses to these problems which are all grounded in intensive fieldwork. The authors demonstrate that even when local
conditions are specific, the view 'from below' illuminates macro trends. A wide range of topics are discussed, including: *the role of
social and cultural capital in determining the 'winners' of rural decollectivization *the devaluation of blue collar labour *the position
of Gypsies *the viability of 'multicultural' models in situations of religious differences and ethnic violence *new patterns of
consumption in China *the revival of rituals and the healing of socialist 'trauma'. _
Social Movements in Post-Communist Europe and Russia
Security and Identity in Europe’s Eastern Enlargement
Ideals, Ideologies and Practices in Eurasia
Expert Knowledge
Boomers
Another American Century
Logics of Hierarchy
The Paradoxes of Unintended Consequences

The crisis that nearly brought the world's financial house down in 2008 demonstrated
clearly that the global economy cannot work where there is widespread deception,
corruption and lack of accountability. Corruption and lack of accountability are also key
reasons why international development assistance so often fails to deliver on its
promise.
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